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Adapted from the original text, *The Luckiest Leprechaun*, by Justine Korman

There is a leprechaun named Mac.

Mac has a lot of gold.

People are always trying to steal the gold.

Mac loves gold.
People do not believe in Mac. This makes Mac angry. Only Professor Chester believes in leprechauns.
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One day, a dog dug up Mac's home. The dog was burying a bone.

Mac thought the dog wanted the gold.
The dog was named Lucky. Lucky wanted to be Mac's friend. Lucky became Mac's guard dog. Mac did not like Lucky. Lucky followed Mac everywhere. After time, Mac got used to Lucky.
Professor Chester began to look for Mac. Professor Chester finally found Mac's home. Lucky barked and chased. Professor Chester away.
Mac was sleeping. Lucky and the gold were missing.

Mac thought Lucky stole the gold. Mac was mad.

Mac was worried that Lucky was lost. Mac felt sad.
Then, Lucky returned. Lucky had hid the gold from Professor Chester. Lucky fell asleep. Lucky was happy.

Mac cared about her. Mac learned friendship is important. Good friends are much better than gold.
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